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LEADING A
WORLD OF
CONTINUOUS
CHANGE

Smart leaders know that today's pressures for change don't
come at you one at a time-they come all at once, from all
directions. As we try to respond to these overlapping, neverending changes, the data suggest that we fail more often than we
succeed. To succeed at complex, continuous change, a rigorous
approach is needed - probably a more rigorous approach than we
are used to. In this issue of Indore Manager let's understand
how to build in processes to learn from change initiatives and
apply that learning to new and ongoing change initiatives.

The most peculiar thing about change is that everyone wants a change but no one wants to change. Yes, it is
this desire to choose it and control how it pans out that spells doom for many businesses. After all, you can't
regulate change, you can only regulate how you respond to it. And the best way to respond to it is to embrace
it, utilize it, and most importantly…anticipate it. This concept is at the heart of leadership in today's times.
Leaders should be able to build a culture where change is celebrated and looked forward to. This comfort with
the 'continuous change' is hallmark of great leaders. They install radars for change at all 'points of contact'
with external environment and all 'points of contract' inside internal environment. Moreover, they infuse
readiness towards change at all the echelons of hierarchy. In this issue of Indore Manager, we make an effort
to bring some important ideas to you pertaining to this theme.
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Smart leaders know that today's pressures for change don't come at you one at a time-they come all at once,
from all directions. As we try to respond to these overlapping, never-ending changes, the data suggest that we
fail more often than we succeed. To succeed at complex, continuous change, a rigorous approach is needed probably a more rigorous approach than we are used to. In this issue of Indore Manager let's understand how
to build in processes to learn from change initiatives and apply that learning to new and ongoing change
initiatives.
A McKinsey & Co. article focuses on the need and importance of building a 'change platform' rather than
initiating a 'change program'. It emphasizes on how it is the only way to ensure a continuous improvement
rather than ordaining change programs from the top.
Organizations are often confounded by change and that is seldom because of the nature of change. The
problem lies in beliefs about who is responsible for launching change and how change is implemented.
The harsh reality is that even the biggest organizations today are not designed for change proactively. As a
result, there's a mismatch between the pace of change in the external environment and the fastest possible
pace of change at most organizations.
Change comes naturally when individuals have a platform that allows them to identify shared interests and to
brainstorm solutions.
Change platforms take advantage of social technologies that make large-scale collaboration easy and
effective. But they are qualitatively different from the social networks commonly used today. The difference
isn't primarily about specific features; rather, it's in the encouragement individuals are given to use the
platform to drive deep change.
Guiding a process of socially constructed change is neither quick nor easy-but it is possible and effective. The
biggest obstacles to creating robust change platforms aren't technical. The challenge lies in shifting the role of
the executive from change agent in chief to change enabler in chief. This means devoting leadership attention
to the creation of an environment where deep, proactive change can happen anywhere-and at any time.
I feel elated to share that the most coveted IMA International Management Conclave 2019 is scheduled on
January 18-19, 2019 on the theme India 4.0: Rethink, Redesign, Rebuild. I request you all to please block
your diary and ensure your participation to make the event a grand success. Your involvement is valuable
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All you can eat. Unlimited choices. Endless possibilities.
Abundance is appealing. But, honestly, there is such a
thing as too much, especially at work.
Leaders - it's time to step away from the buffet.

Change A affects Change B and how both changes work
against Change C. We confuse activity with progress. We
trust our intuition instead of stepping back to develop a
better-informed plan of attack.
Get on Top of Change

HOW TO
SUCCEED AT
COMPLEX,
CONTINUOUS

"Stop heaping more change initiatives and improvement
projects on your plate," says CCL's Bill Pasmore. "You and your company - can't take it, and they are not doing
you any good."

Instead of all this busyness, we should get on top of
things, decide what's really important, and do those things
well.

Inability to focus and prioritize is one reason strategies
falter, explains Pasmore in a new book, Leading
Continuous Change: Navigating Churn in the Real
World.

Change is no longer a single event to map out and go
through, in spite of all the popular models that lead us to
think that way. In most organizations today, it's complex
and continuous.

CHANGE

"Leaders know they need to prioritize," says Pasmore. "In
a recent CCL survey, 76% of senior leaders said
prioritization is very important - but only 10 percent say
they are very effective in doing it. That means 66% of us
should be doing something really different."

To succeed at complex, continuous change, a rigorous
approach is needed - probably a more rigorous approach
than you are used to. You'll want to adopt specific tools,
mindsets, and even structures that enable you to achieve
repeatable success when leading complex, continuous
changes. There is no simple solution to make these
challenges go away - you need to learn and practice some
new skills.

Pause to discover what is really going on
before you leap to the next change opportunity
and then the next. Do the pre-work that is
necessary to manage changes as a complex,
interconnected series of processes.

Typically, our overwhelming need to respond to threats
and opportunities forces us into immediate action, even if
not well-conceived. We try to do too much at once
without a coherent plan. We don't think about how

If nothing else, you need to slow down.

DISCOVER
Find out what’s really
going on before you
leap to the next
change opportunity.

DECIDE
Determine which
of your opportunities
are most important
to do well.

REFLECT

PLAN
Strategize how you’ll
go about change and
who needs to be engaged
for it to be successful.

Pause to decide which of many opportunities are
most important to do well. Make tough choices
among attractive options. Trying to do everything is a
recipe for failure.
Pause to plan how you will go about change and who
needs to be engaged for it to be done well and quickly.
Sure, push the envelope, but don't expect your approach
to work as planned. Monitor progress, work through
organizational and individual lack of readiness, and
invest in the creation of greater change capacity.
Pause to reflect on what you've learned and put in place
stronger processes and structures to help you do all of
these things better in the future. Take time to see things in

Consider what you’ve
learned. Put stronger
processes & structures
in place to help.

perspective, bringing people together frequently to make
certain they're aligned. All along the way, don't divert
your attention until you have either accomplished your
objectives or reset your goals to address more-urgent
needs.
"Stepping away from the buffet" is not easy, but it is
certainly doable, Pasmore says. The more rigorous
thinking you do, the more you will change the way you
approach challenges and opportunities. And in the end,
you'll be much more satisfied.

Succeed at
Complex,
Continuous
Change
https://www.ccl.org/articles/leading-effectively-articles/succeed-complex-continuous-change/
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“What's measured improves” - Peter F. Drucker

“Know your why.” - Michael Jr.
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We know that two-thirds of large scale transformation
efforts fail. But that's not a terribly helpful piece of
information unless we're looking for confirmation that this is
hard, really hard. What is useful is to understand what
leaders can do to substantially increase the odds that their
companies won't be among the two-thirds of those that fail.
From my research and work with companies around the
world leading large-scale transformation initiatives, here are
the four things I've found that virtually all successful change
leaders do really well:

Recognize embedded tensions and
paradoxes
Smart, capable, solid professionals most often perform well
in their roles until they reach a level in their organizations at
which they are confronted with a series of embedded
tensions and paradoxes that make leading effectively much
more complicated. The most common paradoxes leaders
face when driving a transformation effort are:
Revitalization vs. Normalization. At the core of every
change initiative is the desire to breathe new life into the
organization to revitalize ways of thinking, behaving and
working. But one change initiative often morphs into many,
and before long employees become "change weary." Thus,
we find ourselves in the conflicted situation of needing
revitalization but desiring normalization.
Globalization vs. Simplification. Doing business today
means doing business globally, but the complexities brought
on by globalization are often in conflict with the need for
organizations to make it simple for customers to do business
with them. Leaders struggle with creating organizational
responses that address the need to master globalization while
offering customers and employees optimal simplification.
Innovation vs. Regulation. Many organizations,
particularly in the aftermath of the global financial crisis, are
saddled with trying to do business, let along innovate, under
increasingly crushing regulatory environments. This is a
stifling tax on a company's capacity to find creative
approaches to solving unmet customers' needs. As such we
struggle with the tension between the desire to boost
innovation and the need to operate under increasing
regulation.
Optimization vs. Rationalization. Customers not only
have more power today in some industries, they seem to
have all of the power. Organizations are struggling to
provide solutions that are better, faster, cheaper and
increasingly customized. Leaders are caught in a seemingly
endless struggle to reconcile the tension between optimizing
benefits to customers while rationalizing their costs of doing
business.
Digitization vs. Humanization. Advanced technology is at
the core of virtually every company's business model today.
Entire value chains are being digitized. Yet, the onset of
ubiquitous digitization is occurring at the same time that
individuals are yearning for a sense of meaning in their
organizations. Leaders are struggling with how to reconcile

the increasing need for the digitization of their business
models while trying to create organizational climates that
have an authentic sense of humanization creating an
overarching sense of purpose and collective ambition.
Successful transformation leaders embrace these tensions
even though they make the challenge more complex. There
are no easy answers; however, the leader's bedrock
commitment to helping to reconcile these tensions is
paramount. That means above all committing to an on-going
communications and listening campaign so people know
what's going on and know how they might contribute to the
transformation effort and know that they are invited to do so.
This process starts by the CEO and top team telling powerful
and compelling stories of where the company has been,
where it is now and where it needs to go and why. But it
doesn't end there. Senior leaders must be ready to open up
the flood gates so managers and employees closest to the
client interface can surface these tensions and discuss them
openly. While this might not resolve the tensions and
paradoxes, it enables people to at least acknowledge that
they exist, have their concerns heard, and discuss proactive
ways forward together.

Hold everyone accountable
The leadership of the change effort can't end with the top
team, the top 100 managers, or the top 1,000 managers. It has
to be an all-hands-on-deck engagement. The change leader
must signal that enterprise-wide transformation will be a
collective effort, with accountability distributed throughout
the organization.
But it is far easier to say this than to do this, so change leaders
must be ready to back up their statements with real world
initiatives that will strengthen engagement. For example,
when Hess Corporation launched its 2020 Change Initiative,
CEO John Hess challenged his entire leadership team to
come up with solutions that would make the company more
agile, cost conscience, and faster at decision making. And to
minimize change weariness brought on by needless
duplication of effort, he created a champions team
responsible for coordinating the variety of efforts underway.

Green, HSBC's Chairman at the time, set the company on a
course that called for a dramatic slowdown of acquisitions,
at least until the current portfolio of companies was
integrated and a culture of what Green referred to as
Collective Management was cemented. This meant nothing
short of building new organizational capabilities based upon
collaboration and client-first thinking, which not only meant
developing new systems and processes but building a
collective mindset that would make aspiring to being a onecompany culture a reality.

Emphasize continuous learning
It's far easier to talk about revitalization and renewal than to
actually do it. The companies that pull it off have
transformation leaders that commit to a relentless learning
process.
Perhaps the best example I know of a remarkably successful
transformation leader is Alan Mulally, who not only led the
transformation effort for Boeing Commercial Airlines, but
also the stunning turnaround of Ford Motor Company.
Mulally would be the first to insist that Ford's transformation
was not his achievement but rather the collective
achievement of thousands of stakeholders, including
employees, suppliers, dealers, unions, financial institutions,
Board members and others. Mulally believed deeply in his
"leading together" philosophy from his Boeing experience,
but this became even more critical at Ford, due to the

multitude of stakeholders and a political infighting culture
that had become toxic. Mulally would have none of that. He
brought his top managers together weekly to assess
problems and progress, through his implementation process
called the Creating Value Roadmap. Met with heavy
resistance at first due to fear of admitting problems, Mulally
pursued this course and built trust that those who were brave
enough to acknowledge that they needed help were actually
showcased as exactly the kind of leader that Mulally was
looking for in Ford's future. At every meeting, managers
were asked: what have we learned by airing concerns,
making course corrections, and especially, fixing problems
together? By combining his relentless focus on
implementation and making tough calls with an equally
important focus on continuous learning, Mulally
transformed Ford from a moribund company on the verge of
bankruptcy to one of today's most successful automobile
companies in the world.
Leveraging these four activities, while framing the
transformation effort as a collective challenge to be
embraced together, fuels positive change over the long haulwhich is important since the transformation journey is a
never-ending one for most companies today. Ultimately,
these practices create a culture of agility and resiliency that
will pay dividends out into the future, as large-scale change
becomes an organizational capability and not a recipe for
management failure.

Things

Successful

change leaders do well

Invest in new organizational
capabilities
Change leaders must go beyond storytelling, motivation,
and mobilization efforts they need to provide resources so
that the organization has what it needs to win in the new
environment. This might include capital improvements,
process improvements, and building new talent capabilities.
For example, for three decades leading up to 2010, HSBC
had successfully pursued a growth strategy and
organizational capability that was founded upon
acquisitions. However, with acquisition upon acquisition,
the leaders within HSBC failed to develop a one-company
culture, which made it difficult to integrate its offerings to an
increasingly demanding customer base. As such, Stephen
https://hbr.org/2016/01/4-things-successful-change-leaders-do-well
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“Management is, above all, a practice where art,
science, and craft meet” - Henry Mintzberg

“The true measure of the value of any business leader and
manager is performance.” - Brian Tracy
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Not long ago, I asked 100 CEOs attending a conference
how many of them were currently involved in a
significant business transformation. Nearly all of them
raised their hands, which was no surprise. According to a
study by BCG, 85% of companies have undertaken a
transformation during the past decade.
The same research found that nearly 75% of those
transformations fail to improve business performance,
either short-term or long-term.
So why is transformation so difficult to achieve?
Among many potential explanations, one that gets very
little attention may be the most fundamental: the invisible
fears and insecurities that keep us locked into behaviors
even when we know rationally that they don't serve us
well. Add to that the anxiety that nearly all human beings
experience in the face of change. Nonetheless, most
organizations pay far more attention to strategy and
execution than they do to what their people are feeling
and thinking when they're asked to embrace a
transformation. Resistance, especially when it is passive,
invisible, and unconscious, can derail even the best
strategy.
Business transformations are typically built around new
structural elements, including policies, processes,
facilities, and technology. Some companies also focus on
behaviors - defining new practices, training new skills, or

asking employees for new deliverables.
What most organizations typically overlook is the
internal shift - what people think and feel - which has to
occur in order to bring the strategy to life. This is where
resistance tends to arise - cognitively in the form of fixed
beliefs, deeply held assumptions and blind spots; and
emotionally, in the form of the fear and insecurity that
change engenders. All of this rolls up into our mindset,
which reflects how we see the world, what we believe and
how that makes us feel.
The result is that transforming a business also depends on
transforming individuals - beginning with the most senior
leaders and influencers. Few of them, in our experience,
have spent much time observing and understanding their
own motivations, challenging their assumptions, or
pushing beyond their intellectual and emotional comfort
zones. The result is something that the psychologists Lisa
Lahey and Robert Kegan have termed "immunity to
change."
We first ran up against the power of mindset two decades
ago when we began to make a case inside organizations
that rest and renewal are essential for sustaining high
performance. The scientific evidence we presented to
clients was compelling. Nearly all of them found the
concept persuasive and appealing, both logically and
intuitively. We taught them very simple strategies to build

Leaders Focus
Too Much on
Changing Policies,
and Not Enough on
Changing Minds

renewal into their lives, and they left our workshops eager
to change the way they worked.
Nonetheless, most of them struggled with changing their
behavior when they got back to their jobs. They continued
to equate continuous work and long hours with success.
Taking time to renew during work days made them feel as
if they were slacking. Even when organizations built nap
rooms, they often went unused. People worried that if
they rested at all, they wouldn't get their work done, and
above all, they feared failing. Despite their best
intentions, many of them eventually defaulted back to
their habitual patterns.
More recently, we worked with the senior team of a large
consumer product company which had been severely
disrupted by smaller, more agile online competitors
selling their services directly to consumers. On its face,
the team was aligned, focused, and committed to a new
multi-faceted strategy with a strong digital component.
But when we looked at the team's mindset more deeply,
we discovered that they shared several underlying beliefs
including, "Everything we do is equally important,"
"More is always better," and "It has to be perfect or we
don't do it." They summarized these beliefs in a single
sentence: "If we don't keep running as hard as we can, and
attend to every detail, everything will fall apart."
Not surprisingly, the leaders found they were spreading
themselves too thin, struggling to pull the trigger on new
initiatives, and feeling exhausted. Simply surfacing these
costs and their consequences proved highly valuable and
motivating. We also launched several initiatives to
address these issues individually and collectively.
One of the most successful began with a simple exercise
aimed at helping the leaders to define their three highest
priorities. Then we took them through a structured
exercise including delving into their calendars to assess
whether they were using their time to best advantage,
including setting aside time for renewal. This process
prompted them to examine more consciously why they
were working in self-defeating ways.
We also developed an online site where leaders agreed to
regularly share their progress on prioritizing, as well as
any feelings of resistance that were arising, and how they
managed them. Their work is ongoing, but among the
most common feelings people reported were liberation
and relief. Their worst fears failed to materialize.

Several factors typically hold mindset in place. The first
is that much of it gets deeply rooted early in our lives.
Over time we tend to develop confirmation bias, forever
seeking evidence that reinforces what we already believe,
and downplaying or dismissing what doesn't. We're also
designed, both genetically and instinctively, to put our
own safety first, and to avoid taking too much risk. Rather
than using our capacity for critical thinking to assess new
possibilities, we often co-opt our prefrontal cortex to
rationalize choices that were actually driven by our
emotions.
All this explains why the most effective transformation
begins with what's going on inside people - and especially
the most senior leaders, given their disproportionate
authority and influence. Their challenge is to
deliberately turn attention inward in order to begin
noticing the fixed patterns in their thinking, how they're
feeling in any given moment, and how quickly the instinct
for self-preservation can overwhelm rationality and a
longer term perspective, especially when the stakes are
high.
Leaders also have an outsize impact on the collective
mindset - meaning the organizational culture. As they
begin to change the way they think and feel, they're more
able to model new behaviors and communicate to others
more authentically and persuasively. Even employees
highly resistant to change tend to follow their leaders,
simply because most people prefer to fit in, rather than
stick out.
Ultimately, personal transformation requires the courage
to challenge one's current comfort zone, and to tolerate
that discomfort without overreacting. One of the most
effective tools, we've found is a series of provocative
questions we ask leaders and their teams to build a
practice around asking themselves:
"What am I not seeing?
"What else is true?"
"What is my responsibility in this situation?"
"How is my perspective being influenced by my fears?"
Great strategy remains foundational to transformation,
but successful execution also requires surfacing and
continuously addressing the invisible reasons that people
and cultures so often resist changing, even when the way
they're working isn't working.

https://hbr.org/2018/06/leaders-focus-too-much-on-changing-policies-and-not-enough-on-changing-minds
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“Good management consists in showing average people
how to do the work of superior people.” - John Rockefeller

“Make your top managers rich and they will make you rich.”
- Robert H. Johnson
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Research:
To Get People
To Embrace
Change,
Emphasize
What Will
Stay The Same
Common wisdom in management science and practice
has it that to build support for a change project, visionary
leadership is needed to outline what is wrong with the
current situation. By explaining how the envisioned
change will result in a better and more appealing future,
leaders can overcome resistance to change. But our
research, recently published in the Academy of
Management Journal, leads us to add a very important
caveat to this.
A root cause of resistance to change is that employees
identify with and care for their organizations. People fear
that after the change, the organization will no longer be
the organization they value and identify with - and the
higher the uncertainty surrounding the change, the more
they anticipate such threats to the organizational identity
they hold dear. Change leadership that emphasizes what
is good about the envisioned change and bad about the
current state of affairs typically fuels these fears because

it signals that changes will be fundamental and farreaching.
Counter intuitively, then, effective change leadership has
to emphasize continuity - how what is central to "who we
are" as an organization will be preserved, despite the
uncertainty and changes on the horizon.
This is a straightforward and actionable notion that we
put to the test in two studies. The first study was a survey
of 209 employees and their supervisors from a number of
organizations that announced organizational change
plans (including relocations and business expansions,
reorganizations, structural or technical changes, product
changes, changes in leadership, and mergers). The focus
was on how effective the leadership was in stimulating
employee support for the change, measured through
supervisor ratings of employee behavior. As predicted,
results showed that leadership was more effective in

building support for change the more that leaders also
communicated a vision of continuity, because a vision of
continuity instilled a sense of continuity of organizational
identity in employees. These effects were larger when
employees experienced more uncertainty at work (as
measured by employee self-ratings).
In the second study, we tested the same idea using a
laboratory experiment so that we could draw conclusions
about causality. 208 business school students participated
in the study, and the context was potential changes in the
school's curriculum. They received one of two messages
allegedly from the dean of the business school. One
conveyed a vision of change for the curriculum, and the
other conveyed the same vision of change but also
conveyed a vision of continuity of identity. Independent
of which message they were exposed to, students
received one of two versions of background information
that suggested either low uncertainty or high uncertainty

about change outcomes. We then assessed their sense of
continuity of identity and their support for the change as
expressed in actual behavior: help in drafting a letter to
persuade other students to support the change. The results
of this second study were similar to those of the first:
Support for change was higher when the vision of change
was accompanied by a vision of continuity, because in
this case people's sense of continuity of identity was
higher. Again, the effects were stronger when uncertainty
about the change was higher.
The implications of this research are straightforward. In
overcoming resistance to change and building support for
change, leaders need to communicate an appealing vision
of change in combination with a vision of continuity.
Unless they are able to ensure people that what defines
the organization's identity - "what makes us who we are" will be preserved despite the changes, leaders may have
to brace themselves for a wave of resistance.

https://hbr.org/2018/08/research-to-get-people-to-embrace-change-emphasize-what-will-stay-the-same
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“Withhold not good from them to whom it is due,
when it is in the power of thine hand to do it.” - Proverbs 3:27

“Catch someone doing something right.”
- Kenneth Blanchard and Spencer Johnson
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In 1888, French chemist Henri Le Châtelier discovered a natural

Why Change?

principle that applies when a system is in crisis. Every stable system

Through my experience with organizations like
Google, Johnson & Johnson and Coca-Cola, I
found that many of today's most prominent
companies are in a permanent state of flux. Staff
have shared that they feel constantly under
pressure to change and adapt. A few generations
ago, their predecessors would have experienced
only a handful of organization-wide upheavals.

will respond to change by trying to restore its original condition. Put
another way, he deduced that any system will favour the least
disruptive path.
This fundamental principle changed the course of chemistry in the
19th century. But it is not limited to the laws of thermodynamics. It
describes how systems, organizations, and teams can learn to
change.

Organizational
Change Is Tough.
Rules To Help
Get It Right.

Many large organizations are hesitant to change
too fast or to embrace new ways of working. They
resist, giving what appears to be the most logical
reason: they will grow by maintaining a
successful proven pattern.
The past predicts the present and can be forecast
into the future, I hear over and over again from
them. Change has always followed trends. What
impels a VP to change her technology tool stack
or a CFO to adopt a new forecasting system is that
events are driven by, and are a result of, the past.
The prevailing world view is that every event is
traceable to a material cause. A leads to B. B leads
to C. The past determines the present. To them,
change is a linear and continuous process.
But that mindset becomes problematic, when the
pace of change is accelerating and uprooting the
status quo.
Today, change does not follow the rules we have
previously relied on. The shortening life-span of
S&P 500 companies, the exponential pace of
technological improvements and the accelerating
rate of economic progress are happening at a
much faster rate than ever before.
We are now living through the Fourth Industrial
Revolution, in which increased globalization and
digitization is bringing about greater
interdependence and interconnection.
Today, change is not only more rapid, more
complex, more turbulent, and more

unpredictable. Today's change is unlike any change
encountered before.
Change itself has changed.
Classical wisdom on how organizations can change is of
little use, given today's exponential change. The
concepts, tools, and solutions that have proven so
successful in the past now cause growing pains for
organizations. Three-year business plans, annual
budgets, top-down controls, incessant emails and
meetings, and rigid policies are constraining work.
Many senior leaders get stuck in a way of working that no
longer serves them. They can't figure out how to integrate
the new and the different with the old and the reliable.
Any notion of change is put on hold for another cycle.

Avoiding the pitfalls
Why would any executive look to change the current
modus operandi? The latest project deadlines are far more
important to address. This quarter's KPIs don't account
for the benefits from those "new ways of working". Plans
for change can wait. Any interference with how the
organization works may breed a natural resistance to
change. Whether consciously or unconsciously, this can
sabotage solutions, as we have witnessed time and again
across projects.
In our experience, many organizations and teams
undermine their own best intentions, preserving beliefs
that perpetuate the status quo.
Today's challenges require far more than what can be
accomplished with the latest gimmick or textbook
technique. Organizations must transform their whole
operating model into one that constantly (re)designs
itself.
This new mindset requires adopting entirely new
practices and abandoning a body of accumulated
historical wisdom specific to your company or industry.
A deeper understanding of key principles and rules about
how to change organizations and teams can make it last.

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/11/changing-your-organization-is-tough-heres-how-to-get-it-right/
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“Never try to teach a pig to sing; it wastes your time and it annoys the pig.”
- Paul Dickson

“Always recognize that human individuals are ends, and do not use them
as means to your end.” - Immanuel Kant
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THEME ARTICLE

From my experience, three simple rules pay dividends
when adopted across several teams.
Results have shown that these rules have a critical effect
on how teams work. They enable organizations to
coordinate projects and work streams, in a way that
advances its work.
On one hand, adopting these rules drastically reduces the
time employees need to share information and
communicate. They dedicate less time to catching up and
more time to working. Trending tools like Slack, Trello,
Google Drive and others have created a means for every
type of collaboration.
On the other hand, these rules also help the organization
decentralize decision-making, based on the risk and
complexity of the decisions at stake. This empowers more
junior employees to make decisions, which bolsters their
confidence and gives them a sense of ownership.
These simple rules are not self-evident. Adopting them
will not lead to instant results within your team or
organization. Rather, they are best used as guiding
principles to prompt senior leaders and teams to test new
structures that can eventually lead to a change in
behavior.

This has vital implications for change management and
strategy. The first is that analysis cannot precede action.
The problem and solution evolve together. The only
intelligent way to move forward through uncertainty is
through forming a hunch, experimenting and testing
creative hypotheses. The second is that the pain and
difficulty of changing are greatly reduced through
smaller, safe-to-try adjustments.
This is a method and vision for how to proceed in
complex, uncertain and dynamic environments.

2. Separate complex systems from
complicated ones

When asked what separates a complicated system from a
complex system, most senior leaders give the same
answer - that complex and complicated are
interchangeable terms. Not true.

Default to Open
Communication, Mostly
on Digital Channels

Continuous
Participatory
Change for all

Teams that adopt continuous participatory governance
habits continually and rapidly "probe-sense-respond".
They use bold and forceful hunches to help them both
define and influence a problem towards an agreeable
solution.

What does complexity mean and how does a complex
system change?

Gradual Change

Fragmented
Response

data can emerge and new experiments can yield results.
Team members can bring forward challenges in specific
meetings to help unblock whatever is obstructing them
from delivering on the organization's purpose.

Coordinated
Response

Complex adaptive systems and complicated systems may
look the same, but the way they evolve and interact with
the environment around them is different.

SeparateComplex
Systems from
Complicated Ones

Disruptive Change

1. Continuous participatory change
for all

Complex things can be adjusted, irritated and studied, but
you can't understand why something is happening and
how. You certainly can't predict with accuracy how they
will react to a certain kind of input, as you could for a
complicated system.
Organizations are complex systems, most leaders would
agree after reading the above. Yet we continue to behave,
design, interact and change our organizations as if they
were complicated.
We treat them as linear things that will lead to linear
results.
The idea that a chief executive at any large company has
control over what's going to happen or occur at the edges
is partially incorrect.
Leadership in complex systems means being open to
experimentation: testing new ideas; reflecting on what
happens; learning as a team; letting the organization
learn; and eventually adapting.
The beautiful thing about how a complex system works is
that it can become highly adaptive, fast-learning and
responsive to its environment.
We need to remember this distinction between the
complicated and complex, and better use it to approach
how we change organizations. It is particularly relevant
as we reinvent and repurpose different teams,
workstreams and individuals.

3. Default to open communication,
mostly on digital channels

Complex adaptive systems like cities, the weather, or the

Most of our clients default to email. This means that
discussing work, workflow management, document
sharing and collaboration all happen on the same
platform. Email management becomes a common task
consuming hours of the workday and beyond. In the
meantime, project deadlines get pushed and employees
feel the strain and the pressure of an instant response.

“Management by objectives works if you first think through
your objectives. Ninety percent of the time you haven't.”- Peter Drucker

“Because a thing seems difficult for you, do not think it impossible
for anyone to accomplish.”- Marcus Aurelius

Successful case studies across different industries,
regions, and company sizes prove that any part of an
organization has the agency to form, un-form, and reform as often or as little as it needs to function well. New
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Complicated systems like your wristwatch, car engine or
computer software have many parts and causal loops.
Any expert can ultimately understand how to handle them
with the right knowledge. Changing the balance spring,
meddling with the piston or inserting a new line of code
will yield a clear outcome. Each input is traceable to an
output as a result of it.

morning rush hour are dispositional systems. They have
many agents, inputs, and interdependencies, any
adjustment of which can lead to chaos.

Inbox zero becomes the holy grail in a process that
distracts our focus from our actual work.
Open information flow and asynchronous
communication is fundamental to a dynamic team that
can respond to needs and issues as they arise. Moving
teams away from email and onto fit-for-purpose
platforms can enable a more effective communication.
It means that you don't have to drop everything to get on a
call or go to a meeting. Video conferencing, channel
based-conversations, project management and tracking
become your "go-to".
In our experience, you can accomplish this remaining
within the confine of your organization's IT security
system by using some of the current platforms powering
your operating rhythm (Office365, SAP, Salesforce,
Oracle, IBM, etc.)
Improving how you share information and communicate
can help you escape the email pit and create good
organizational hygiene for today's pace of change.
For a more extensive discussion on tooling today's
organization, see this article by Spencer Pitman.
In my experience, many organizations have put into
practice some form of the three rules above to navigate
change with some degree of success. See the stories
shared by Favi, Buurtzorg, Netflix, Zappos, SEMCO,
Spotify, Patagonia, Morningstar, HAIER, and many
others.
Change induces fear in us all. A fear of the unknown, of
failure, of not being needed in the new order of things.
Yet until we make the leap, the prospect of changing our
organizations will remain daunting. These three rules can
keep us grounded and help us feel our way forward amid
the uncertainty.
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IMA ACTIVITIES

IMA ACTIVITIES

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE
CONTEMPORARY
LEARNING SESSION

Indore Management Association organized Centre
of Excellence (COE), on the topic "Time
Management" on Friday, August 24, 2018 at IMA
Meeting Room, Jall Auditorium, Indore. The
Facilitator for the session was Dr. Nidhi Shah Management Consultant, Instructor UCR
Extension, Adjunct faculty La Sierra Zapara
School of Business.

Indore Management Association organized
contemporary learning session on the topic "How
to tackle Disruption" on August 8, 2018 at IMA
Meeting Room, Jall Auditorium. The Facilitator
for the session was Mr. Shiv Kumar - President Corporate Affairs & Business Innovation, Indore
Steels & Iron Mills.

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE

IT FORUM

Indore Management Association organized Centre
of Excellence (COE), on the topic 'Creating Vision
for Success' on Tuesday, August 14, 2018 at IMA
Meeting Room, Jall Auditorium, Indore. The
Facilitator for the session was Dr. Jayant
Sonwalkar - Vice Chancellor, Madhya Pradesh
Bhoj (Open) University - Bhopal.
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Indore Management Association IT Forum
organized A Talk with Mr. Kartik Taneja - Director,
Channel Sales at Google (Europe, Middle East and
Africa) on "What Google is doing in Artificial
Intelligence & Machine Learning" on August 4,
2018 at Hotel Radisson Blu, Indore.

READER'S CLIQUE

TRAINING@DOORSTEP
AT KIRLOSKAR BROTHERS
LIMITED, DEWAS

Indore Management Association organized a book
review on the book "Shoe Dog" for management
professionals and students at IMA Reader's Clique.
The program was organized on Wednesday, August
22, 2018 at IMA Meeting Room, Indore. The
narrator for the session was CA Manish Dafria Chartered Accountant.

Indore Management Association organized
Training @ Doorstep workshop on the topic
"Managerial Skills with Assertive
Communication" on Tuesday, July 31, 2018 at
Kirloskar Brothers Limited, Dewas. Trainer for
this session was Dr. Vikrant Singh Tomar,
Corporate Trainer.

“We cling to hierarchies because our place in a hierarchy is,
rightly or wrongly, a major indicator of our social worth.” - Harold J. Leavitt

“Whether you think you can or you think you
can't - you're usually right.” - Henry Ford
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IMA ACTIVITIES

IMA ACTIVITIES

TRAINING@DOORSTEP
AT PIRAMAL ENTERPRISES
LTD. PITHAMPUR

EVOLUTION FOR
EXCELLENCE

Indore Management Association organized
Training @ Doorstep workshop on the topic
"Managerial Skills with Assertive
Communication" on Saturday, August 4, 2018 at
Piramal Enterprises Ltd. Pithampur. The trainer for
this session was Dr. Vikrant Singh Tomar,
Corporate Trainer.

Indore Management Association (IMA) organized
its Evolution for Excellence, a one-day workshop
for the corporate people on "Future Digital World
for Professional Growth" by Mr. Gauraav Thakar,
Corporate Trainer on Thursday, August 23, 2018 at
Hotel Effotel, Indore.

EXCLUSIVE IN HOUSE
TRAINING AT CUMMINS
RECON, PITHAMPUR

EXCLUSIVE SESSION
IN ASSOCIATION WITH NSE

Indore Management Association organized an
Exclusive In House Training on the topic
"Awareness of Basic Labor Laws for Managers &
Supervisors" on Tuesday, August 7, 2018 at
Cummins Recon, Pithampur. The trainer for this
session was Mr. Anil Malik, Corporate Trainer.

Indore Management Association (IMA) coorganized an Exclusive session in association with
NSE , India for the corporate people on "SME
Listing, A Transformational Model for SME" on
Saturday, August 25, 2018 at Marriot Hotel,
Indore.

EXCLUSIVE IN HOUSE
TRAINING AT CUMMINS
TECHNOLOGIES,
PITHAMPUR

IMA WOMEN FORUM
Indore Management Association organized
Women Forum supported by FICCI FLO with Ms.
Ruzan Khambatta, Founder - Wajra O’ Force
Empowerment Foundation, on the topic "Women
Empowerment through Entrepreneurship" on
Friday, August 31, 2018, at Hotel Radisson Blu,
Indore.

Indore Management Association organized In
house Training on the topic "Developing
Ownership and Accountability Culture" on
Tu e s d a y, A u g u s t 2 1 , 2 0 1 8 a t C u m m i n s
Technologies, Pithampur. The trainer for this
session was Capt. Jaison Thomas, Corporate
Trainer.
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“A good plan violently executed now is better than a perfect
plan executed next week.” - Patton

“Excellence is in the details.” - Gregory L. Sullivan
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IMA ACTIVITIES

IMA ACTIVITIES
EXCLUSIVE WORKSHOP AT
MAHLE ENGINE COMPONENTS
INDIA PRIVATE LTD.

A RENDEZVOUS, AN
EXCLUSIVE CEOs MEET

Indore Management Association organized an
exclusive workshop for first time for Auto
Industries on the topic "7 QC Tool for Auto
Industry" on Saturday, September 1, 2018, at
MAHLE Engine Components India Private Ltd.,
Pithampur. Faculty was Mr. Vishal Singh, Faber
Infinite Consulting.

FOUNDATION DAY
CELEBRATION

Indore Management Association organized
Rendezvous - An Exclusive CEOs Meet with Capt
Raghu Raman -Group President - Risk, Security &
New Ventures at Reliance Industries Ltd. on
Wednesday, September 26, 2018 at Hotel Radisson
Blu, Indore.

CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
Indore Management Association organized Centre
of Excellence on topic"IT & Management" with
Mr. Pradip Chande, Director - SVKM's NMIMS,
Indore. The session was organized on Friday,
September 28, 2018 at IMA Meeting Room, Jall
Auditorium, Indore.

On the occasion of 55th Foundation Day, Indore
Management Association (IMA) organized "An
Exclusive session on Digital Transformation" by
Mr. Vinit Goenka, Member -Governing Council,
Centre for Railway Information Systems, on
September 14, 2018 at Hotel Radisson Blu, Indore.

NIVESH MAHAKUMBH
IN HOUSE TRAINING

Aditya Birla Sun Life Mutual Fund organized
"Nivesh Mahakumbh"in association with Indore
Management Association on Saturday, September
15, 2018 by A. Balasubramanian - CEO, Aditya
Birla Sun Life Asset Management Company Ltd.
& Swami Sukhbodhanand - Chairman of Prasanna
Trust & Vivek Law - CEO, Money Mile at Abhay
Prashal Stadium.
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“The secret of managing is to keep the guys who hate
you away from the guys who are undecided.”- Casey Sten

Indore Management Association organized an In
house Training for Cummins Turbo Technologies
on "Team Building" on Saturday, September 29,
2018, at Safari Park, Indore. The faculty for the
workshop was Er. Rakesh Jain, Corporate Trainer.

“A desk is a dangerous place from which to
view the world.” - John Le Caré
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IMA ACTIVITIES

IMA STUDENT CHAPTER

INTERACTIVE SESSION

CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE

- IMA Student Chapter

- IMA Student Chapter

Indore Management Association Student Chapter
organized An Interactive Session with Mr. Kartik
Taneja, Director and Channel Sales at Google
(Europe, Middle East and Africa) for students. The
session was organized on July 31, 2018 at Prestige
Institute of Management & Research UG Campus,
Indore.

Indore Management Association Student Chapter
organized Centre of Excellence with Mr. Shiv
Kumar, President - Corporate Affairs & Business
Innovation, Indore Steels & Iron Mills on Friday,
August 24, 2018 at International Institute of
Professional Studies (IIPS), DAVV, Indore.

CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE

LEARNING FROM LIFE
OF LEGENDS

- IMA Student Chapter

-IMA Ujjain Chapter

Indore Management Association Student Chapter
organized Centre of Excellence Talk on Tuesday,
August 7, 2018 at Shri G.S. Institute of Technology
& Science, Indore, on the topic "How to be
successful in current Global Market Scenario" and
the speaker for the session was Mr. Manish Singhvi
- Director, Western Digital USA.

Indore Management Association Ujjain Chapter
organized Learning from life of Legends for
management professionals. The session featured
the legend "Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam Azad" a great
scientist & former president of India on Saturday,
August 18, 2018, at Prashanti Heights, Ujjain. The
facilitator for the session was Prof. Pankaj Kothari,
Corporate Trainer.

CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
- IMA Student Chapter

Exclusive Session

Indore Management Association - Student Chapter
organized Centre of Excellence on topic"Expectations of Corporate from Management
Students" with Mr. Rajendra Joshi, Former SBU
Head at AVTEC Limited. The session was
organized on Tuesday, September 25, 2018 at Shri
Atal Bihari Vajpayee Govt Arts and Commerce
(Dept. of Management).

- IMA Student Chapter
Indore Management Association Student Chapter
organized an Exclusive Session with Mr. Sunil
Alagh, Former MD & CEO, Britannia Industries
Ltd. on Wednesday, August 8, 2018 at Symbiosis
University of Applied Sciences, Indore.
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“So much of what we call management consists in making it
difficult for people to work.” - Peter Drucker

“Little is worse than a manager who can't cut bait.” – Jack Welch
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CONSCIOUSNESS

Today, each of us works hard to earn money, thinking
money will give us happiness. Happiness is the most
marketed thing. We drink alcohol thinking it will make us
happy, we want to be with a woman thinking she will
make us happy, but what is it that will make us happy and
keep us happy? We are at a point where we do not even
know where it is that we will find happiness. So, what is
happiness? What does a happy mind look like? Do not tell
me to look for happiness inside - that answer does not
work for me. Give me the truth!
Sadhguru: Namaskaram, Vijay! So, what does a happy
man look like? What do I look like to you? Now, we are
thinking of happiness like it is some kind of a commodity
or some kind of an attainment. No. When your life comes
to ease and when you come to ease, then happiness is a
natural consequence. What does it mean to come to ease?
There are many ways to look at this. Well, I should not say
"look inward" because you already put a condition on me!

Today, even medically we know that every human
experience has a chemical basis to it. What you call as
peace is one kind of chemistry. Happiness is another kind
of chemistry, as are joy, misery, agony and ecstasy.
In other words, you are a very complex chemical soup.
The question is only, are you a great soup or a lousy soup?
If you are a great soup, you taste good! Not for somebody,
but for yourself.
In other words, you are a very complex chemical soup.
The question is only, are you a great soup or a lousy soup?
If you are a great soup, you taste good! Not for somebody,
but for yourself. When you taste very good for yourself, if
you sit here and feel extremely pleasant within yourself
because the soup is great, then people say you are happy.
If you become very, very pleasant, people will say you are
joyful. If you become super pleasant, people will say you
are ecstatic.

How to Find

Happiness?
To make it very simple and understandable for most
people, your chemistry needs to be altered. There is a
whole technology with which we can create the kind of
chemistry that you want. If I teach you how to create a
blissful chemistry within yourself, you will be blissful.
When you are blissful, you will no longer be in pursuit of
happiness. Being in pursuit of happiness is the biggest
mistake. Your life has to become an expression of joy.
When your life is an expression of your experience, then
the quality of your life will not be determined by what you
do or do not do, but by how you are within yourself.
If you think you are going to squeeze happiness out of
something or somebody, you will be disappointed,
because nothing will yield anything unless you have a
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chemistry of blissfulness.
I am sorry, I have once again used the word "within"!
Chemistry is not within - it is still outside of you. But if
you know how to make the right soup, then being joyful is
not an issue; it is a natural consequence. We can teach you
a technology, a methodology with which you will know
how to stir the right kind of soup. This is what I am calling
as "Inner Engineering", that you engineer your chemistry
in such a way that it is blissful by its own nature, not
because of something. If you think you are going to
squeeze happiness out of something or somebody, you
will be disappointed, because nothing will yield anything
unless you have a chemistry of blissfulness.

NOTEWORTHY

To Give a Great Presentation,
Distill Your Message to Just 15 Words
Fearless public speaking is
about more than combating nerves.
It's about knowing the technique, the
art, and the business of public
speaking.
In my two years working as a TEDx
producer, and my 27 years working in
film, television, theater, and events
production, I have worked with
hundreds of speakers, and with actors
including Kate Winslet, Christopher
Walken, Susan Sarandon, and the late James Gandolfini. All
of the speakers and actors I've worked with rely on technique
when they walk on to a stage or a set. They don't simply hope
they will connect with the scene or with their scene partner.
The same applies to anyone who's public speaking. While
you may not deliver a captivating talk every time, you can
learn to apply technique, and in turn, become a fearless
speaker every time. But your nerves are not the only thing
you have to master. You must also:

Know how to pitch. When you understand and
master the pitch, you'll get onto more stages, which in turn
will give you the confidence to become fearless each time
you pitch. Start with the idea and why you are the right
person to take the stage and deliver this big idea. While it
must be a big idea, you need to be able to communicate it in
15 words or less. Organizers are busy, and they don't have
time to read through lengthy pitches. Share what the
audience will take away, as well as the global impact of the
talk. Don't save the most important part of your pitch for the
end; people may stop reading before they ever get to it,
landing you in the "no" pile. And don't try to sell your book or
business in a pitch for a speaking gig. If you want to sell from
the stage, that conversation happens after you book the gig.
Seventy-five percent of the potential speakers who apply to
my events, including TEDxLincolnSquare, The Speaker
Salon, and currently Speakers Who Dare, end up pitching
their business. That's a lot of people who do not understand
the art of a pitch, and who subsequently end up in the no pile.
Know your audience. When you do research
on your audience ahead of time, it gives you the opportunity
to craft your talk with the language that your audience
speaks. For example, if you're speaking on a panel, you can
speak more intimately to the audience. If you're at an event
that's more high energy, your language can reflect that - you
can entertain the audience a bit more. If you're at a
conference that's for professionals, you can speak in more
technical terms. Speaking the same language as the audience
increases the odds that they will hear you, understand you,
and be inspired by you. You're more likely to connect with

https://isha.sadhguru.org/in/en/wisdom/article/how-to-find-happiness

https://hbr.org/2018/11/to-give-a-great-presentation-distill-your-message-to-just-15-words

“If you are the master be sometimes blind,
if you are the servant be sometimes deaf.” - R Buckminster Fuller

“Praise in public, and criticize in private.” - Jonathan S. Harris

them emotionally. If you're walking into a speaking gig
without knowing your audience, you're bound to fall flat and
end up looking at the tops of their heads as they check their
cell phones. You have to know who you're talking to.

Know your objective. In order to have an
authentic scene, actors have to know what they want from
their scene partner, and want to be believable when they are
going about getting it. It's the same for public speaking. It's
about being authentic. Even though the audience is probably
not going to audibly respond to you when you're speaking on
a stage, you are in a scene with them, and when you have a
clear objective in terms of what you want, and how to get it,
you will be more believable and captivating from the stage,
therefore building your confidence as a speaker. Think about
the objective you have going into your speech. Maybe your
goal is to get the audience to donate to a worthy cause, or
spread the word about your ideas. If you want your audience
to accept your ideas, or change their opinion about
something, how are you going to get them to do it? You can
inspire, motivate, or even scare them into changing their
minds. But you can't do any of those things until you know
what you want the ultimate outcome to be.
Know the difference between a good
talk and a bad talk. A good talk has content that
is fresh and well-edited, with a clear arc that takes us on a
journey. A good talk is one that is so well rehearsed that you
are able to let go of the script and freely share the content in
the moment. A good talk is one where your audience wants to
adopt your idea at the end of the talk. A bad talk, on the other
hand, is one that meanders, does not have a clear throughline, ends more than once, and is apologetic. A bad talk is so
well rehearsed that you sound robotic and scripted, or so
unrehearsed that you stumble too often and lose your
audience's attention.

Know yourself. Public speaking is hard work. It's
time-consuming, and it's emotionally and physically
draining - especially if you are an introvert. But introverts
can become engaging public speakers by flexing the muscle
of being in public. Practice by going to events and coming
out of the corner. If you have a speaking engagement, take
extra time that day to sit quietly, meditate, and refuel. If you
are an extrovert, be sure to save your voice before you take
the stage - you can always socialize after your talk.
Fearless speaking is the sum of many parts; it's not just about
wrangling the butterflies in your stomach. When you
approach public speaking as the sharing of ideas as well as a
business, understanding what makes this a successful
exchange, your confidence will improve in direct proportion
to the number of times you nail it, on and off the stage.
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GET SMART
The key to any successful relationship is effective
communication. In the business world, this means trying
to understand what consumers and clients are saying, and
responding to them in ways that reflect that
understanding. For the most part, however, the way
businesses have used language to persuade, satisfy, or
rectify has been more art than science.
The retail world in particular abounds with catch-phrases,
habits, and commonly copied templates: "Say it with a
smile." "Never say no." "Sorry is a magic word." "A
person's own name is the sweetest sound in any
language." But do these and other long-held tips about
how to speak to customers really work?
Studying the effectiveness of the words businesses use to
talk to customers is tricky, but the rise of digital
communications, social media, and big data is producing
massive amounts of text that researchers can analyze and
interpret using sophisticated new techniques. By
combining natural language processing, computational
linguistics, and psychology experiments, we can now
uncover the true importance of subtle variations in how
customers talk to front-line employees, and how
customers respond to the words chosen by those
employees. This allows us to understand the ways people
communicate in business settings with growing
precision, and what language is most effective.
It is now clear, according to our research and that of
others, that some of the time-honored truths of customer
service interactions fail to hold up to scientific scrutiny.
You can, for example, say "sorry" to a customer too many
times. Even if you're a member of the company's team, it
is often better to say "I" than "we." And not every piece of
communication needs to be perfect; sometimes, a few
mistakes produces a better result than flawlessness.
Here is the latest on the fast-growing, insightful, and
sometimes surprising new world of business language
research.

First, relate. Researchers performing automated
text analysis of hundreds of airline customer service
transcripts found that, consistent with consumer selfreports in prior research, expressing empathy and caring
through "relational" words was critical, at least in the first
(opening) part of service interactions. Relational words
are verbs and adverbs that demonstrate concern (e.g.,
please, thank you, sorry) as well as signal agreement (e.g.,
yes, uh huh, okay). While this finding may not seem
surprising, what may be for some is that front-line
employees shouldn't necessarily offer a caring,
empathetic touch over the entirety of the interaction.

Be Human…The

… And Then Take Charge While using

Speak as an individual, not part of
a team. While companies and employees believe

words that establish a more personal rapport with
customers is important out of the gate, a new trove of
research suggests that the assumed importance of frontline "empathizers" may be limited. More
sophisticated analysis of the
language of customer
interactions suggests that
once they've shown
they're listening,
f r o n t - l i n e
employees should
quickly shift gears
towards language
that signals a more
assertive, "take
charge" attitude.

body of research analyzing
language use among customers, and between employees
and customers, suggests a personal touch is indeed
crucial. This is particularly important given the growing
frequency of conversations that happen via technology
(the phone, email, text, or chats) rather than in-person.
Here are a few tips based on the latest research:

they should refer to themselves as "we" when talking to
customers, and actually do so in practice, our research
shows this practice is less than ideal. In a series of
controlled studies, company representatives who referred
to themselves in the singular voice (e.g., "I", "me", or
"my") were perceived to be acting and feeling more on
behalf of customers than those who adopted less personal
plural pronouns ("we" or "our"). For instance, saying

"How can I help you?" outperforms "How can we help
you?"). For one company, an analysis of over a thousand
email interactions with customers found that switching to
first person singular pronouns could lead to a potential
sales increase of over 7%.

Share the same words. People who mimic
the language of the person they're interacting with are
trusted and liked more, whether this mimicry entails how
they talk (pronouns like "I" or "we," articles like "it" or
"a") or what they talk about (nouns like "car," verbs like
"drive," adjectives like "fast"). For example, in response
to a customer inquiry such as "Will my shipment arrive
soon?" an agent would be better off saying "Yes, your
shipment will arrive tomorrow," rather than "Yes, it's
being delivered tomorrow." Employees' linguistic
mimicry creates affiliation with the customer, and
research in progress by Francisco Villarroel Ordenes,
Dhruv Grewal, Lauren Grewal, and Panagiotis
Sarantopoulos has linked mimicry to customer
satisfaction. Rapport can also be created by asking
employees to imagine the customer as similar to
themselves (e.g., shared background, personal, or
business interests), even when they may be thousands of
miles apart.

Move from relating to solving.

The
same research that examined airline check-in service
transcripts found that after an initial period in which the
employee demonstrates their empathy for the customer's
needs, hearing employees say "sorry" and other "relating"
words had little effect on customer satisfaction. Instead,
automated text analysis revealed that customers wanted
employees to linguistically "take charge" of the
conversation. Specifically, this research suggested a shift
to "solving" verbs (e.g., get, go call, do, put, need, permit,
allow, resolve) as the interaction unfolds was an
important predictor of customer satisfaction. Similar
results were found by Ordenes and his colleagues in their
in-progress research that analyzed a major consumer
product company's online chat-based interactions with
customers. Automated text analysis of these
conversations found that customer satisfaction is higher
when front-line employees dynamically shift from
deferent words (e.g., afraid, mistake, pity) to more
dominant language (e.g., must, confirm, action).

Be specific. Analysis of the language used in
telephone and email customer service interactions at two
major retailers found that after the introductory phase of a
conversation, when agents must show they are listening,
customers see employees as more helpful when they use
more concrete language. For example, for a clothing
retailer, "white turtleneck" is more concrete than "shirt,"
and "sneakers" is more concrete than "shoes." Lab
experiments currently underway by one of us (Grant
Packard) and Jonah Berger suggest that using more
concrete language signals to the customer that the agent is
psychologically "closer" to the customer's personal
needs. For one of the retailers, a field analysis of over

to Avoid -

1,000 email service interactions found that moving from
"average" concreteness to one standard deviation above
the average (roughly speaking, at about the 68th
percentile of linguistic "concreteness") was linked to a
4% lift in customer purchases after talking to the
employee.

Don't beat around the bush. Analysis
of the language used in consumer and expert product
reviews - plus lab studies - suggest that subtle variations
in the words used to endorse a product or action can have
substantial effects. For example, people are more
persuasive when they use words that explicitly endorse
the product to the customer ("I suggest trying this one" or
"I recommend this album") rather than language that
implicitly does so by sharing the speaker's personal
attitude ("I like this one" or "I love this album") towards a
product or service. This is because explicit endorsements
signal both confidence and expertise on the part of the
recommender, a perception that could be particularly
important in personal selling contexts.
As more and more consumer-firm conversation moves
online or to other text-based media, the importance of
utilizing language properly is greater than ever. However,
firms are frequently teaching their employees to use
language that doesn't stand up to scientific scrutiny.
Fortunately, new research using automated text analysis
and methods from linguistic psychology offer some
simple, actionable, and nearly cost-free solutions to
improve the speaking terms by which companies engage
their customers. What's more, advances in natural
language processing and machine learning seem primed
to help researchers and managers uncover even deeper
insights on how words really work for businesses.

When Talking to
Customers

https://hbr.org/2018/10/the-words-and-phrases-to-use-and-to-avoid-when-talking-to-customers
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“Train people well enough so they can leave,
treat them well enough so they don't want to.” - Richard Branson

“A successful man is one who can lay a firm foundation with
the bricks others have thrown at him.” - David Brinkley
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HEALTH SECTION

Consuming a sufficient amount of fruits can work
wonders for the system, Sadhguru explains. He discusses
the benefits of incorporating more fruits into one's diet or
undertaking a predominantly or totally fruit-based diet, as
well as certain precautions that one should take.

stations - eighty-seven, eighty-nine, ninety, ninety-one,
ninety-three, ninety-six. When we were riding
motorcycles, we would pay three times and buy hundred
octane because suddenly the motorcycle performs in a
way that others cannot.

Q: Sadhguru, you have said that our psychological

Fruit Diets Are Easy on Digestion

situation can be influenced by what we eat. Medical
science is talking about how a fruit diet promotes
psychological wellness. Is there any significance to this?
And is a predominantly fruit diet okay for people in
regular situations involving work, family or lots of
physical activity?

Similarly, the most easily digestible food is fruit.
Digestion means jataragni - the digestive fires. If these
fires have to burn most effectively, fruit is definitely the
best thing. Unfortunately, a lot of people enjoy lethargy
and inertia. Life has not touched them so they enjoy a part
of them being dead. Sleep, intoxication, overeating and
just lying down feels better than being alive, active and
dynamic. Fruit may be a problem only for such a person
because it will keep you alert and awake. It does not keep
you intoxicated, unless it ferments of course! And one can
know an extreme sense of joy, intoxication and a deep
pleasure out of heightened levels of awareness also. But
now the question is, can I eat fruit and still be normal?

Sadhguru: In any machine, with any kind of fuel
that we use, the efficacy of the fuel essentially depends on
how easily it burns. For example, the kind of gasoline you
use for a regular automobile is different from what you
use in a race car or an airplane because of how easily it
burns. You might have seen the octane levels in gas

A Fruit Diet is What Nature
Intended
A simple answer is in your general practice of life itself.
Suppose you are ill in a hospital bed, no one will bring
you chicken biryani. They will bring fruits because your
friends and relatives understand, "You got sick eating all
that. At least now, eat sensibly."
You know, even Adam started with a fruit. Fruit is one
aspect that nature itself intends to be food. The seed is the
important part of the mango. The flesh is only a draw, a
lure so that animals and birds will go for it and carry the
seed somewhere far away.

Seasonally, there are a variety of fruits. It is incredible that
those kinds of fruits which the land produces at a certain
time are most suitable for the system. There has been a lot
of study about this - how for those seasons when it is cold,
when it is hot, when the moisture is very high, then the
right kind of fruit comes out of the earth if you are eating
from that area. But now you are eating fruit that comes
from New Zealand. This is another matter. If you are
eating from the land around you, you will see that the
right kind of fruit is coming to you at the right season. It is
the best thing to eat at that time.

Precautions When You Go On a
Fruit Diet

Why a fruit
diet is good

for you

Fruit can do miraculous things to the body. One can
become very alive and active, no matter what your
lifestyle is. But if you are in a very physically-demanding
kind of job - for example, if you are digging outside every
day, not with a machine but physically, and doing very
hard work - then you may find yourself getting hungry
every two hours. There is only that much volume of fruit
you can eat, but it gets digested so rapidly that your
stomach may feel empty.
If you go on a total fruit diet, you may have to spend a
little more time at lunch and eat slowly, so that you ingest
enough fruit. You may feel full even with a little fruit
because it is generally sweet, so you have to wait and
slowly eat. There is also a bio-clock within us. Let us say
you were taking ten to twelve minutes to eat your normal
cooked meal. Even if you eat fruit, when you reach ten to
twelve minutes, your body will say you have eaten
enough. So you have to consciously eat more because the

body is not looking at the fill, it is just timing you.
If you are only on fruit diet and physically very active,
you may need to bring three meals into your day. If you
are sleeping six or eight hours, for the remaining sixteen
to eighteen hours, eating three times is more than enough
if you are eating fruit. But the stomach will feel empty
within two hours, so you must get used to hanging on with
high energy but an empty stomach. This is the time your
brain works best and you as a human being function best.
Whether you want to use your brainpower or be engaged
in physical activity, fruit will work perfectly well. But
you do not know what the fruit that you get in the market
today is filled with. That is a little bit of a problem. I
clearly notice this: the kind of country fruits that we used
to eat when we were young are not the same as the farmgrown fruits that are coming to us today. They are much
bigger, rounder and better-looking, but this is like Botox!
I can clearly feel it does not have the same level of
strength and aliveness in it. These fruits are essentially
made for the market, not for the man. This does not mean
that they are totally a waste, but they do not have the same
nutrient that they used to have, so we may have to fortify it
with some amount of other food.

A Fruit Diet is Good for the Planet
Above all, it is ecologically a very sensible way to eat.
Everyone should turn at least thirty percent fruity - that is,
at least thirty percent of your diet should become fruit. If
thirty percent of your food comes from trees, not from
ploughed land and crop, ecologically it will make a huge
difference for the world.
If you are trying to shift from heavy meat eating to fruit,
then you may find it is like you have eaten nothing
because you are used to being pulled down to the earth by
eating very heavy food. You will anyway be pulled down
to the earth when you die. But right now, we call it life
when we spring out as if we do not belong to the earth.
Even the bird that soars is made of earth, but when it is
soaring up there it does not look like earth. Every life,
when it springs out, it should not look like earth, though
we are of the earth.
If we want to spring up, the fuel that we consume must be
that which burns quickly and is very easily flammable.
That is the best food. In our stomach, without doubt, fruit
is what burns up quickest. This means it has the least
amount of residue and puts the least amount of tax and
stress on the system.

https://isha.sadhguru.org/in/en/wisdom/article/fruit-diet-good-for-you-planet
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“You can grow more corn in a crooked row.” - Wally Altes

“Don't fake it 'til you make it. Learn it as you become it.” - Keisha A. Rivers
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HOW TO

THE ULTIMATE LIST OF USEFUL

NLINE
TOOLS
Apart from Google, YouTube, and Wikipedia, there are various
other sites that have proven themselves useful, here they are.

Automation

Communication

Courses

ifttt.com Connect your online
accounts for quick automation.
buffer.com Post and schedule
updates on top social media sites.

web.skype.com Make Skype
voice and video calls in your
web browser.
faxzero.com Send an online fax
for free.

class-central.com Browse free
online courses offered by universities
worldwide.
khanacademy.org Find free
online courses on almost anything.

-+ x =

Internet

Languages

Math

downforeveryoneorjustme.com
Find out if a specific website is
offline just for you or everyone.
fast.com Check the current
speed of your internet connection.

deepl.com/translator Get better
text translations than those from
Google Translate.
languagesoftware.net Compare
language-learning courses
and software.

mathway.com Solve algebra,
calculus, nad even chemistry
problems.
desmos.com/calculator Work out
simple sums, functions,
and equations; plot data.

Music

Notes

Outsourcing

noteflight.com Print music
sheets or write your own
music online.
shazam.com Identify music
that's playing and see what
other are discovering.

padlet.com Create a wall where
a group can share notes without
registering.
writeurl.com Write and
collaborate in real-time with
this online tet editor.

upwork.com Find freelancers and
subject experts to work on
any kind of project.
fiverr.com Hire freelancers
for digital services starting at $5.\

PDF Editing

Presentations

Programming

pdfescape.com Quickly edit
PDFs in a browser window
without Acrobat.
onlineocr.net Extract text from
PDFs and images and convert
into editable documents,
spreadsheets, and text files.

slides.com Create high-quality
slide decks for quick and easy
sharing.
draw.io Create diagrams,
wireframes, and
flowcharts in your browser.

codeacademy.com Learn any
programming language and
get course recommendations.
w3schools.com Learn many
aspects of web design,
including popular web
programming languages.

Productivity

Surveys & Polls

Statistics

noisli.com Enjoy ambient noises
to improve focus and boost
productivity.
e.ggtimer.com Choose
from different alert options with
this simple online timer.

doodle.com Find a meeting time
by polling participants.
twitter.com Create multiplechoice polls; get feedback.

google.com/publicdata Explore
charts and large data-sets from
various up-to-date sources.
wolframalpha.com Solve math
and chemistry problems; find
facts and statistics.

Dictionaries

Discussions

Drawing

urbandictionary.com Find
definitions of slang and
informal words.
books.google.com/ngrams
Search keywords in millions
of books to see trends over time.

reddit.com Shape what the internet
is talking about with your
votes and comments.
twitter.com Share your opinion in
280 characters.

autodraw.com Transform and
convert your freehand doodles into
drawings.
kleki.com Create painting and
sketches with a wide variety of
brushes.

Editing

Finance

Food

Travel

Typing

Web Development

mergely.com/editior Compare
two versions of the same text
to identify changes.
copychar.cc Copy special characters
and emoji that aren't on your
keyboard.

transferwise.com Save money on
bank wires abroad.
splitwise.com Track bills and share
expenses with your friends and
family.

twofoods.com Compare foods
side-by-side.
hsph.harvard.edu/nutritionsource
Get comprehensive nutrition
information and healthy recipes.

seatguru.com Locate the best
seats in all kinds of aircraft.
everytimezone.com Get a less
confusing view of world time
zones.

typingweb.com Master touchtyping with these practice sessions.
play.typeacer.com Race against
live opponents typing quotes from
books, movies, and songs.

Games

Grammar

webmakerapp.com Code web
projects in this HTML, CSS,
and JavaScript offline playground.
quirktools.com/screenfly Test
a website on any screen
size: mobile, tablet, desktop,
or even TV.

Gamesgeoguessr.com Identify
randomlocations on Google Street
View to earn points.
lingyourlanguage.com Listen to
people speaking and guess the
right language.

grammarcheck.net/editor Check
your writing for mistakes.
englishgrammar.org Get regular
updates and exercises.
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ABC

Graphics
myfonts.com/WhatTheFont
Upload an image of any text
to identify the font family.
color.adobe.com Get color ideas
and extract colors from photographs.

“Whistle while you work” - Snow White

Writing
wordcounter.net Count words, track progress, and find mistakes in your writing.
citationgenerator.com Create accurate citations in APA, MLA, or Chicago format.

“Don't criticize, condemn, or complain.” - Dale Carnegie
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TIT BIT

222

Instead of said, say giggled
EXPLODED

Hello

Words to Use
Instead of

EXULTED

FINISHED

GAWKED

GRIEVED

GIBED

GIGGLED

GLOATED

GRIMACED

GROANED

GROWLED

GRUNTED

GRUMBLED

GUESSED

GULPED

GURGLED

GUSHED

HARSHLY

HINTED

HISSED

HOLLERED

HOWLED

HUFFED

HUMMED

IMITATED

IMPLIED

HYPOTHESIZED

INFORMED

INQUIRED

INSISTED

INTERJECTED

INTERRUPTED

INTONED

INSTRUCTED

JEERED

JESTED

JIBED

JOKED

LAMENTED

LAUGHED

LECTURED

LIED

LISPED

MAINTAINED

MARVELED

MENTIONED

MIMICKED

Instead of said, say laughed

Instead of said, say sang

Instead of said, say added
ACKNOWLEDGED

GASPED

GREETED

Said
ACCUSED

FRETTED

ADDED

ADDRESSED

ADMITTED

REPORTED

REQUESTED

RESOUNDED

RESPONDED

RETALIATED

RETORTED

REVEALED

ROARED

SANG

SASSED

ADVISED

AFFIRMED

AGREED

ANNOUNCED

ANSWERED

APOLOGIZED

APPROVED

ARGUED

ASKED

ASSERTED

ASSURED

AVOWED

BABBLED

BADGERED

BARKED

BAWLED

BEAMED

BEGAN

BEGGED

BELLOWED

BET

BICKERED

BLEATED

BLURTED

BOASTED

BOOMED

BRAGGED

BREATHED

BROKE IN

BUBBLED

BUGGED

BURST OUT

CACKLED

CAJOLED

CALLED

CAUTIONED

CHALLENGED

CHATTED

CHATTERED

CHEERED

CHIDED

CHIMED IN

CHIRPED

CHITTERED

CHOKED

SCREAMED

SCOFFED

SCOLDED

SEETHED

SHOT

SHOUTED

SHRIEKED

SHRILLED

SIGHED

SIMPERED

SLURRED

SMILED

SMIRKED

SNAPPED

SNARLED

SNEERED

SNEEZED

SNICKERED

SNIFFED

SNIFFLED

SNORTED

SPAT

SPECULATED

SPLUTTERED

SPOKE

SOBBED

SPILLED

SPLUTTERED

SPUTTERED

SQUEAKED

SQUEALED

STAMMERED

STARTED

STATED

STORMED

THEORIZED

THREATENED

TOLD

TRILLED

THANKED

instead of said, say theorized

INSTEAD OF SAID, SAY CAUTIONED

Instead of said, say commanded

Instead of said, say Questioned

CHORTLED

CHORUSED

CHUCKLED

CLAIMED

CLARIFIED

CLUCKED

COACHED

COAXED

COMMANDED

COMMENTED

CONFESSED

CONFIDED

CONFIRMED

CONGRATULATED

CONTINUED

UTTERED

WARBLED

WHIMPERED

CONTRIBUTED

CONVINCED

COOED

CORRECTED

COUGHED

URGED

WARNED

WHISPERED

TORMENTED

WAILED

WHINED

COUNTERED

CRIED

CROAKED

CROWED

CURSED

QUERIED

WENT ON

WISHED

DARED

DECIDED

DECLARED

DEMANDED

DEMURRED

QUESTIONED

WEPT

WONDERED
WOOED

DENIED

DESCRIBED

DISAGREED

DISCLOSED

DIVULGED

MURMURED

WHEEZED

DOUBTED

DRAWLED

DRIBBLED

ECHOED

EFFUSED

MUTTERED

WHEEDLED

ENCOURAGED

ENDED

EXASPERATED

EXCLAIMED

EXPLAINED

YAWNED
YELLED

Instead of said, say exasperated
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“Own the outcome.” - Ryan G Wright

“Fierce enough to handle it.” - Tara Wilson, CEO
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TOP 10

The past 10 years have seen a wave of innovative big data
software designed to analyze, manipulate, and visualize
data. Yet for the regular knowledge worker, Microsoft
Excel, 30 years on, remains the go-to product for people
looking to make sense of data. Satya Nadella, Microsoft's
CEO, maintains that Excel is still the one Microsoft
product that stands above the rest - and 750 million
knowledge workers worldwide support that claim every
day.
We've been teaching and testing Microsoft Excel for a
decade, and a survey of several hundred office staff we
ran suggests we spend more than 10% of our working
lives spreadsheeting, and for those working in research
and development or finance, it's more like 30%, or 2.5
hours a day.
Imagine, then, if this substantial proportion of the global
workforce were a little better at using the application.
Time would be saved, and productivity would improve.
Last year we put together The Definitive 100 Most Useful
Excel Tips, for which we consulted Excel experts and
looked at tens of thousands of test results and course
usage data. Though every Excel feature has a use case, no
single person uses every Excel feature themselves. Cut
through the 500+ functions, and you're left with 100 or so
truly useful functions and features for the majority of
modern knowledge workers. We've selected ten from that
list which are especially easy to learn (approximately 2
hours total) and which can make a material difference to
productivity. These ten are listed in decreasing order of
utility from our top 100 list. If, like many, you're stuck on
what to learn next in Excel, you might want to look at this
2×2 matrix, which factors in usefulness and time needed
to learn a skill.

highlighting the number of rows you want to add (say 5)
and using right click, insert is quicker when adding in
bulk as it will add the number of rows you've highlighted.

PASTE SPECIAL (10 minutes to

FLASH FILL (30 minutes to learn)

learn)

Excel developed a mind of its own in 2013 with this
feature. Flash Fill automatically fills your data when it
senses a pattern.
Suppose you have a list of product numbers in the first ten
cells of column A, e.g. 'ABC-00001' to 'ABC-00010' and
you only need the numbers after the '-'. You can easily
discard the 'ABC' using Flash Fill. Pre-2013 this was
possible, but relied on a combination of functions (FIND,
LEFT, &, etc). Now, this is much faster and will impress
people.
Establish the pattern by typing '00001' into the first blank
cell. If Flash Fill is turned on (File Options, Advanced)
just start to type the next product number in the cell below
and Flash Fill will recognize the pattern and fill down the
remaining product numbers for you. Just hit the Enter key
to accept. Or, get it going manually by clicking Data >
Flash Fill, or Ctrl+E.

Copy and paste is one of the simplest and most used
functions in Excel. But we often carry over a format we
don't want, or we copy a formula over, when instead we
just want a value.
These little frustrations can take time to fix, which is why
Paste Special is so… special. Paste Special enables you to
pick which elements of the copied cell you bring over.
After you've copied your cell (Ctr+C) hit Ctrl+Alt+V (or
go to the Clipboard section of the Home ribbon, or Edit >
Paste Special) to bring up Paste Special and make your
selection. Alt+E+S+V is the shortcut to just paste values probably the most common use of Paste Special.
Add Multiple Rows (2 minutes to learn)
We often need to add new rows between existing rows.
The shortcut (Ctrl, shift, +) is pretty handy, especially as
you can toggle the + to add multiple rows. Often, just

10 Excel Functions

Everyone Should Know

Flash Fill is like magic, and can be used in many different
scenarios. It's a fantastic time saver when you need to
input or change a lot of data quickly and accurately. Flash
Fill is a jaw-dropping feature.
INDEX-MATCH (45 minutes to learn)
Aside from VLOOKUP (which looks up the value in one
column and returns a corresponding value from another
column), INDEX and MATCH are the most widely used
and most powerful tools in Excel for performing lookups.
Used separately, these functions are invaluable, but it's
when you combine them that their true power is
unleashed. INDEX and MATCH used in combination
help you extract the data you need from a large data-set
efficiently and precisely. Mastering these functions will
not only make you look like an Excel whiz to your
colleagues and manager, but can make a tedious,
mundane task quick and simple. Here's how these
functions work:
VLOOKUP is a great function, but it has its limitations. It
can only look up values from left to right. The lookup
value must be on the left in the lookup table. INDEX and
MATCH allows you to look up a value anywhere in the
lookup table regardless of its position.
Let's say you have a spreadsheet with a list of products.
You have columns titled "Product Number", "Profit",
"Product Name", and "Revenue". On another
spreadsheet, you have a list of the product names and you
want to look up how much profit each product has
generated. In this scenario, we are using the product name
(our lookup value) to look up the profit. The product
name sits to the right of the profit and so VLOOKUP
would not work. This is the perfect scenario for

INDEX AND MATCH.
The syntax would be:
=INDEX (Profit column, MATCH (Lookup
Value, Product Name column,0))
Here's a good way to remember how it works:
=INDEX (Column I want a return value from, MATCH
(My Lookup Value, Column I want to Lookup against,
Enter "0" )) (Zero gives you an exact match, you can
match against less than (-1) or greater than (1) as well.)
At first and even second glance, INDEX and MATCH
looks complex. It certainly needs some practice, but it's
worth getting your head around as it is more flexible and
more powerful than a VLOOKUP. It's one of the most
important uses of Excel, period.
SUM (2 minutes to learn)
This is one of the first functions you're likely to learn in
Excel - how to sum a row or column. But did you know
you can select the cell at the end of a row or column and
press Alt + to do this functions in seconds?

CTRL Z / CTRL Y (1 minutes to learn)
This is your Excel get-out-of-jail-free card. If you aren't
using Ctrl Z to undo mistakes in Excel, then you should
be. What many people don't know is that Ctrl Y does the
opposite - redo. The two work in tandem very nicely, and
you cycle through iterations of your work until you find
the right one.

REMOVE DUPLICATES (10 minutes to
learn)
This is so simple and quick to use. Remove Duplicates
does exactly what you'd expect - it removes the duplicates
in any given range of data. Our advice is to remove the
values you want to deduce and place them in another
sheet. It's found on the Data tab in the Data Tools section
of the Ribbon.
If you just want to highlight duplicates, you can do this
using Conditional Formatting. The shortcut to get you
there is Alt H L. (Or find it on the Home ribbon under
Styles).

FREEZE PANES (15 minutes to learn)
Ever scroll down a large table of data only to forget which
columns are which? Freeze Panes is the answer here. You
can freeze just the top row, first column or any number of
either, just highlight the rows/columns you want to freeze
and go to the View tab and Freeze Panes in the Window
section. Alt W F is the shortcut.

F4 (10 minutes to learn)
There are two especially satisfying ways to use F4 in
Excel. The first is when creating an Absolute Reference:
F4 toggles you through the various options. The second is
one that few people know about, but could seriously
improve your Excel productivity. F4 repeats your last
action, where available. For example, if you've just
applied a border to one cell, use F4 to apply it to others.

CTRL + ARROWS (5 minutes to learn)
If you've found yourself scrolling through a data-set to
reach the bottom of it, stop right now and start using Ctrl +
the arrow keys! This simple shortcut takes you straight to
the end of the data in a column or row you are using.
Combine it with Ctrl, Shift to highlight/select large areas
of data in seconds.
Warning: If you have gaps in your data this will just take
you down to the first gap. So if you want to get to the
bottom fast, choose a column of data which has no gaps.
Harness just a few of these ten items, and you can
transform your typical work day. Whether you want to
help justify data-driven business decisions at a high level,
or simply get home to your family earlier, mastering the
right Excel functions is a quick and easy way to maximize
your productivity.

https://hbr.org/2018/10/10-excel-functions-everyone-should-know
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“Don't be afraid to give up the good
to go for the great.” - John D. Rockefeller

“Just because it's what's done, doesn't mean
it's what should be done.” -Cinderella
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